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Presentation is Everything:

designing a stylish table
TABLETOP DESIGN SETS THE TONE for
your wedding reception. There is a myriad of decorative
variations and elegant options to consider. Here are
some words of stylistic wisdom to contemplate as you
explore the endless aesthetic options for your reception table decor.
PRESENTATION. Once your guests arrive at the
reception and have their first aperitif in hand, they will
glance at your table settings and inhale the aesthetic
sensibility that you have created. Will your soiree be
formal or casual? Contemporary or classic? Colorful
or monochromatic? Inside or outside? All of these elements should work together harmoniously to create the
ambiance you want; this is when your guests will spend
the majority of their time with you, mingling with family
members and friends.
TABLE LINENS. Whatever primary color scheme
you choose for your wedding (we recommend selecting
two complementary colors), white or ivory table linens
provide a clean and crisp canvas. From this starting
point, creative and tasteful centerpieces will make your
tabletops spectacular.
CENTERPIECES . When selecting centerpieces,
be sure to take your cues from the space itself. Note
the scale, proportion, and volume of the reception area
as well as any interesting architectural elements, such
as columns and arches that you can echo stylistically
Then decide what size centerpieces you want. You may
jump on the idea of having tall centerpieces as these
often make a dramatic statement. However, have you
ever sat at a table only to find yourself in a game of
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peek-a-boo with the person sitting across from you?
Tall centerpieces can definitely add a bit of drama and a
sense of sculptural beauty to a party, while more compact, medium-sized arrangements give a visual rhythm
and structure to the tables. Generally speaking, take
advantage of high ceilings by utilizing tall centerpieces
interspersed with compact arrangements. Conversely,
intimate spaces with lower ceilings typically call for
more compact arrangements, with the occasional tall
piece mixed in for good measure.

VIEWS. Regardless of your centerpiece decision,
a key consideration should be the eye level of guests
seated at the tables. You do not want your decorations to overpower the tables and obstruct guests'
views of each other. One solution to this challenge is
to select tall, thin vases that carry flowers and stems
above your guests' sight line. Using crystal or glass
vases is always a classic choice; however, other options, such as pewter, silver, porcelain, and even some
organic materials, offer creative options as well. These
arrangements do require consideration to what the
eye will see within the vase. Heavily stocked, complex
arrangements will show a lot of stems, and there is
nothing less attractive than looking up from a beautifully presented meal and staring right into a glass
container full of dirty water and dirt floating around
the stems of your flowers.
If you decide to go with compact centerpieces, obstructing your guests' views may not be an issue; do
be mindful of selecting flowers with fragrances that will
not overwhelm your guests' dining experience. Fortunately, there is a wide selection of gorgeous flowers that
do not overwhelm the olfactory senses.
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{cakes•cupcakes•favors}

307 .734 .1700
persephone bakery.com
Please ca ll fo r yo ur personal cake consultation and tasting.

TABLETOP LIGHTING . Another decorative
element to cons ider is ambient li ghting. Employing
candles, a simple and cost-effective addition to your tabletop, creates an immediate elegant and festive atmosphere. Select from numerous cand leholder choicesfrom elaborate candelabras, classic hurricanes, and
contemporary vases to antiq ue lanterns and t im eless
votives. Find out if your venue has a restriction on live
flame; if so, a wide variety of battery-powered cand les
look like the real thing when placed in side frosted vot ive holders.

SEATING CHARTS. Even with an appetizer-on ly
reception , a planned seating arrangeme nt is an important detail for your families and mixture of friends. To
gu ide table groupings, give carefu l consideration to you r
guest li st; pay specifi c attention to persona lity types,
age, marital status , and other characteristics. Make sure
that no single guest fee ls like a fifth wheel among couples, an older pair isn't lost among the partiers, or the
hippest in t he group isn't stym ied in the staid.
Integrati ng all of the design deta il s in a cohesive
and ca refully planned way will help you achieve an
aesthetically bea utiful event! Afterwards, everyone wi ll
reflect upon it with wonderful memories, knowin g that
your good taste was properly reflected in every persona l
choice. \?

Peak Printing
print solutions
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Rush Jenkins and Klaus Baer own and operate WRJ Design
Associates and WRJ Home. Trained in the classics with degrees
in Fine Arts and Design, their style reflects a traditional yet
fresh and contemporary approach to design. With over 30 years
of combined experience, WRJ's services include interior, exhibition, and event design. To contact Rush or Klaus, call 307-2004881 , visit www.wrjassociates.com or stop in their showrooms
in Jackson and Victor.

table--setting chart

THE ART OF TABLE~SETTING
If your reception includes a meal, select dinnerware, cutlery, and glassware that will tie these elements together with the rest of your well-integrated
design. Simple yet classic pieces , such as white porcelain plates, are elegant and readily available; they can
also look great accented against silver, pewter, gold,
or other materials consistent with the overall design
scheme.
Regardless of the event's formality, we recommend
a traditionally inspired table-setting layout for a meal.
At a minimum, each setting should have a plate and
optional charger (under the plate) centered in front of
each chair, flanked on the left by two forks (one fork for
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salad and one for the main course) and a napkin. To
the right side, place the knife and spoon. Depending on
your dessert, add either a spoon or fork at the top of the
plate setting. Typically, a water glass and a wine glass
will be paired above the upper-right corner of the dinner plate, and, if you're including a salad course, a salad
plate to the upper left of the dinner plate.
Lastly, napkins provide another opportunity to express your creativity. There are countless ways to present napkins-folded fancifully or tied with place cards,
small gifts, or cut flowers, or pulled through a beautiful
napkin ring-that can add a fun element of surprise for
guests.
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